[The clinical and technological particularities of using Gaudent "S" and Gaudor alloys in the conjoint treatment of extensive edentation].
The present paper forms part of a longitudinal study on prostheses restaurations with Romanian non-noble alloys for establishing the clinical, technological and biological implications of their utilization in mass assistance. The large contact surface with biological structures and the buccal medium of total conjoint restaurations permitted chacking of previous data regarding the biological behaviour of these alloys. In the group of 58 patients with total bridges followed up for 2 to 5 years there were no adverse reactions in which the alloy used could be incriminated. The iatrogenic aspects observed consequent to the application of prostheses were common to the use of any other metal alloy. The surface colour changes in a reduced number of cases depended upon the technologic preparation of the alloys and particularly upon the patient's limited ability to keep the plate under bacterial control. The study demonstrated that casting of a total Gaudent S bridge under present conditions does not give correct adaptation of the cervical limits which means more accurate compliance with the technology and homologation of the specific of this alloy.